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On Families in Finite Lattices 
HANNO LEFMANN 
Let (X, 1\, v) be a ranked finite lattice. In this paper upper bounds for the maximum 
cardinalities of families [!J' £; X, the members of which have prescribed intersection properties 
(e.g. for all P, P* E [!J' it is rank(P 1\ P*) = Ili for some i < t, where Ilo, Ill' ... , Il,-l are fixed 
non-negative integers) are given for various lattices. This extends former results of Frankl and 
Wilson [Intersection theorems with geometric consequences, Combinatorica, 1 (1981), 357-
368]. 
1. INTRODUCITON 
A relevant topic in combinatorics deals with the maximum cardinality of families of 
finite sets having prescribed intersection properties. Let X be a finite set and let 
;g; £;; g)l(X) be a family of subsets of X. The family ;g; is called intersecting if each two 
members F, F* E;g; have non-empty intersection, i.e. IF n F*I ~ 1. One of the first 
results in this area is due to Erdos, Ko and Rado: 
THEOREM 1.1 [8]. Let k, n be positive integers and let X be an n-element set. Then 
for every intersecting family ;g; £;; {S £;; X IISI = k} of k-element subsets of X it is valid 
that 
if 2k""n, 
else. 
In this paper we consider related problems for families of objects in arbitrary ranked 
finite lattices. Let (X, /\, v) be a ranked finite lattice with minimal element 0, maximal 
element 1 and rank function rk: X ~ N, where N denotes the set of non-negative 
integers. The underlying partial order of (X, /\, v) is denoted by .,." with 0.,., x for 
every x E X. For non-negative integers k and elements x E X let [k]x = {y E X I y""x 
and rk(y) = k} be the lower k-shadow of x. Thus [l]x is just the kth level of X. Here 
we deal with lattices (X, /\, v), where the cardinality of the k-shadows of elements 
x E X depends only on the rank of x: 
DEFINITION. A ranked finite lattice (X, /\, v) is homogeneous iff for every 
non-negative integer k and all elements x, y E X it is valid that 
rk(x)=rk(y) implies I[~]J = I[~]J· 
Thus for homogeneous lattices we may use generalized binomial coefficients, i.e. 
l[k1xl = (kh, where n = rk(x). Moreover, if it is clear from the context which lattice 
we consider, then the index X is omitted. It turns out that for the investigation of 
families having c~rtain intersection properties, the following property is of relevance. 
DEFINmON. Let t be a non-negative integer. A homogeneous lattice (X, /\, v) has 
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the t-Vandermonde property iff for every choice of integers ° ~ f..'o < f..'l < ... < f..', ~ 
rk(1) the determinant of the binomial coefficients satisfies: 
det 
(~o) (~o) 
(~l) (~l) *0. 
For powerset lattices X = g>(n) Frankl and Wilson [13] determined the maximum 
cardinalities of families fF ~ g>(n) having prescribed intersection properties. A related 
result can be obtained for several other finite lattices: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (X, /\, v) be a ranked finite lattice, which is homogeneous and 
for s = 0, 1, ... , t has the s-Vandermonde property for some non-negative integer 
t < rk(1). Let f..'o, f..'l, •.. , f..',-I be non-negative integers. Let fF ~ X be a family such 
that for all F, F* E fF with F * F* there exists a non-negative integer i < t with 
rk(F /\ F*) = f..'i' Then 
This generalizes a theorem of Frankl and Wilson [13], who considered powerset 
lattices. It turns out that the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 are fulfilled besides powerset 
lattices for linear lattices, affine lattices, partition lattices, Graham-Rothschild lattices 
and Dowling lattices. 
Moreover, we study the cardinalities of uniform families having certain intersection 
properties as well as having prescribed differences. 
2. NULL t-DESIGNS AND DIFFERENCES 
Let (R, +, .) be a field and let (X, /\, v) be a ranked finite lattice. In connection 
with several extremal problems, special functions g : X ~ R called null t-designs have 
been considered, d. [5]: 
DEFINITION. Let (R, +, .) be a field and let (X, /\, v) be a ranked finite lattice. Let 
t be a non-negative integer. A function g: X ~ R is a null I-design iff for every x EX 
with rk(x) ~ t it is valid that 
2: g(z) =0. 
x~z~l 
A function g: X ~ R is a maximal null t-design iff g is a null t-design but not a null 
(t + I)-design .. 
Clearly, for fixed lattices X and fields R all null t-designs g: X ~ R form a subspace 
of the vector space over R of all mappings h: X ~ R. 
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For fields R and lattices (X, 1\, v) the Mobius function I'R: X x X ~ R is defined 
recursively by 
I'R(X, x) = 1 for all x EX 
and 
if x < Z, 
else, 
for all x, Z E X with x =1= z. 
For Z E Z put NR(z) = I{x EX II'R(X, z) =1= O}l. 
It turns out that for null t-designs g : X ~ R the support S(g) = {x E X I g(x) =1= O}, 
especially the cardinality of S(g), is related to the behaviour of the Mobius function: 
THEOREM 2.1 [15]. Let (X, 1\, v) be a ranked finite lattice. Let t<rk(l) be a 
non-negative integer and let (R, +, .) be a field. Then for every maximal null t-design g: 
X ~ R it is valid that 
IS(g)1 ~ min NR(z). 
ze[,!tl 
Moreover, the following example shows that the lower bound in Theorem 2.1 is 
sharp. 
For x E X let Xx: X ~ {O, I} denote the indicator function with respect to x defined 
by XAy) = 1 iff x = y. Choose 
Z E L: 1] with NR(z) = min NR(x). 
xe[,!tl 
The function g: X ~ R, with g = ~x,o""x""z I'R(X, z) . Xx clearly satisfies IS(g)1 = NR(z). 
Sauer [21] and Perles [16] and Shelah [22] considered extremal problems concerning 
the trace of finite sets (compare also [12] for the relation to null t-designs). Their result 
can be generalized by Theorem 2.2, with R being the field ~ of reals, for several other 
lattices: 
THEOREM 2.2 [15]. Let (X, 1\, v) be a ranked finite lattice which satisfies I'R(X, y) =1= 
o for all x, y E X with x ~ y. Let fii ~ X be a family with I fiil > ~:=o ek~l» for some 
non-negative integer t < rk(l). Then there exists y E [,! d such that for every x E X with 
x ~ y there exists f E fii with f 1\ Y = x. 
The bound given in Theorem 2.2 is sharp, as the family fii = U:=o m shows. Rota 
[20] proved that all finite geometric lattices satisfy the assumptions of the theorem. 
Thus Theorem 2.2 is valid for: 
(1) The powerset lattice ~(n) of an n-element set, cf. [16,21,22]. 
(2) The lattice 2(n, q) of linear as well as for the lattice d(n, q) of affine subspaces of 
an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q). The kth level of 2(n, q) is counted by the 
Gaussian coefficients (k)q, whereas the kth level of d(n, q) contains the (k -1)-
dimensional affine subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q) and thus is 
counted by qn-k+l(k ~ l)q' 
(3) The lattice II(n) of partitions of an n-element set, where 0 is the partition 
consisting of one block only. Thus the kth level of II(n) is counted by Sk+l> the 
Stirling numbers of the second kind. 
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(4) The Dowling lattice r!JJ(G, n) for words of length n, where G is a finite group. The 
kth level is counted by the Dowling numbers r!JJ(G, k, n). For further details compare, 
e.g., [6] and [17). 
Moreover, the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are also fulfilled by: 
(5) The lattice GR(A, n) of Graham-Rothschild parameter words of length n over a 
finite alphabet A. The kth level is counted by the Graham-Rothschild numbers 
GR(IAI, k, n). Notice that GR(0, n) is isomorphic to the partition lattice ll(n); for 
details see [3] and [18]. 
Let (X, A, v) be a ranked finite lattice with minimal element O. For x, y E X put 
Ix - yl = max {rk(z) I z:O:;;x and y A Z = O}, 
zeX 
which measures the difference between x and y. Clearly, I· -·1 is well defined. For 
example, if X = {P(n) and s, t E {P(n) are sets, then Is - tl is the cardinality of the usual 
set difference s - t. For lattices (X, A, v) and subsets L ~ {O, 1, ... ,rk(l)} we are 
interested in the maximal cardinality of families [Ji ~ X which satisfy: 
If-I*I EL for all f, 1* E [Ji. 
Notice that the case L = {O, 1, ... , t} has been treated in Theorem 2.2. 
For arbitrary sets Land powerset lattices X = {P(n), Frankl [10] proved the 
following result. 
THEOREM 2.3 [10]. Let n, t be pOSltlve integers. Let p be a prime and let 
1-'0' 1-'1> ... , 1-',-1 be non-zero residues modulo p. Let [Ji ~ {P(n) be a family of sets such 
that for all f, 1* E [Ji with f t=1* there exists a non-negative integer i < t with 
If - 1*1 == I-'i modp. Then 
By choosing a prime p > n one immediately obtains the following. 
COROLLARY 2.4 [10]. Let n be a positive integer and let L ~ {I, 2, ... , n} be a set. 
Then for every family [Ji ~ {P(n) which satisfies If - 1*1 E L for all f, 1* E [Ji with f ¢'I* 
it is valid that 
ILl (n) 1[JiI:o:;; ~ i . 
Here we prove the following analogue of Frankl's theorem for vector spaces. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let m, n, t be positive integers. Let V be an n-dimensional linear 
space over GF(q) and let 1-'0, 1-'1> ... , 1-"-1 be non-zero residues modulo m, where for 
(m, t) = (6, 3) it is assumed that {I-'o, 1-'1> 1-'2} =1= {2, 3, 4} for q = 2. Let [Ji ~ !£(n, q) be a 
family of linear subspaces of V such that for all f, f* E [Ji with f t=1* there exists a 
non-negative integer i < t with If - 1*1 == I-'i mod m. Then 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. We assume w.l.o.g. that 1-'0, 1-'1, ... , 1-',-1 are pairwise distinct 
modulo m. For non-negative integers i < t let ~ = {u E [}] I u ~f for some f E [Ji} be 
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the lower i-shadow of ~. Fix a total order :S on ~ such that 
rk(f) ~ rk(/*) implies /* :Sf 
for all f, /* E ~. 
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Let A; and Bi be I~I x I~I matrices where the rows are indexed by the elements of 
~ and the columns by the elements of ~ according to :S. The corresponding entries 
a;(u, f) and b;(u, f) with u E ~ and f E ~ are defined by 
_ {q-rk(f}-; if u (;;;./, 
a;(u, f) - 0 else; 
b;(u,f) = {~ ifunf=O, 
else. 
NOTATION. For matrices A, let AT be the transpose of A. The rowspace over 0 of 
A, i.e. the linear space generated by the rows of A over 0, is denoted by rowsp(A). 
The matrix product C; = Ai . B; yields an I ~I x I ~I matrix with general entry 
c;(f, /*). Notice that c;(f, /*) counts the number of i-dimensional linear subspaces 
u E ~ with u r;;f and u n/* = 0 multiplied by q-rk(I)-i. Thus 
c;(f, /*) = q-rk(f)';. (If ~ /*1) q • qrk(/nr)o; 
_ (If - /*1) -II-rio; 
- 0 'q 
l q 
by distributivity in linear lattices ::t(n, q). Define a function p: N~ IR by p(x) = 
ru:~ (1- q"i-X ). Obviously, there are rationals ao, a., ... ,a, with p(x) = 
~:=o a; . (i)q . q-XO; for all x E N. Put D = ~:=o a; . C;, where the general entries of D 
are d(f, /*). 
Since C; = Ai· B; for i = 0, 1, ... , t we obtain for the rowspaces 
rowsp(C;) r;; rowsp(B;) 
and finally that rowsp(D) is contained in the span of rowsp(Bo), 
rowsp(B1), ••• , rowsp(B,) over the rationals O. We claim that the matrix D has full 
rank, which implies 
I~I = rank(D) ~ ~ I~I ~ ~ (~) q' 
In order to show this we use an old number theoretic result due to Bang and 
Zsigmondy. For primes p and positive integers x let ordp(x) denote the order of x in 
the field Zp of residues modulo, p, i.e. ordp(x) is the least positive integer with xn == 1 
modp. 
THEOREM 2.6 [2, 24]. For every pair (n, x) of positive integers with n, x ~ 2, which 
satisfies (i) (n, x) =1= (6,2) or (ii) n = 2 and (x + 1) not a power of 2, there exists a prime 
p such that ordp(x) = n. 
The entries of the matrix D are given by 
,-1 
d(f, /*) = n (1- q".-I/-rl). (2.5.1) 
;=0 
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Suppose that the pair (m, q) satisfies (m, q):#: (6,2) or m = 2 and (q + 1) not a power 
of 2. By Theorem 2.6 there exists a prime p with ordp(q) = m. Notice that for every 
integer i it is valid that 
(2.5.2) 
Let f, f* E ~ with f <.f*. Then f ¢.f* and consequently If - f*1 == Ili mod m for some 
non-negative integer i < t. By (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) we have 
which implies 
d(f, f*) == 0 mod p, 
det D == IT d(f, f)mod p 
fE3' 
== ()] (1 - q"'i) ) 13'1 mod p 
=1= 0 modp. 
Now let m = 2 and let q + 1 be a power of 2, i.e. q = 2u - 1 for some integer u;;;. 2. 
Then, necessarily, t = 1 and Ilo = 1. By (2.5.1) we have 
d(f, f*) == {O mod 8 
2mod4 
which implies det D =1= 0 mod 213'1+1. 
Now let m = 6 and q = 2. Then it holds that 
if f ¢.f*, 
else, 
2i - 1 == 0 mod 9 iff i == 0 mod 6. 
Moreover, for i =1= 0 mod 6 we have 
2i -1 ==Omod3 iff i == 2 mod 6 or i == 4 mod 6. 
Thus for t = 1 it is valid that 
d(f, f*) == 0 mod 9 ifff ¢.f*. 
This implies det D =1= 0 mod 313'1+1. 
Let t;;;. 2. If there are no non-negative integers i, j with i < j < t satisfying 
Ili == 2 mod 6 and Ilj == 4 mod 6, then 
d(f, f*) == 0 mod 9 iff f ¢.f*, 
which implies det D =1= 0 mod 313'1+1. 
Suppose now that, say, Ilo == 2 mod 6 and III == 4 mod 6. Then for t:#: 3 we obtain 
d(f, f*) == 0 mod 27 
Thus det D =1= 0 mod 3Z·I3'I+1. 
ifff ¢.f*. 
Otherwise, for t = 3 we have 
d(f, f*) == 0 mod 7 iff Ilz == 3 mod 6 for f ~f* 
and 
d(f, f*) == 0 mod 7 
and 
d(f, f*) == 0 mod 49 iff If - f* I == Ilz =1= 3 mod 6. 
Thus for Ilz =1= 3 mod 6 we have det D =1= 0 mod 713'1+1. 
This shows that det D:#:O and proves the theorem. 0 
for f ¢.f* 
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Again, as in Corollary 2.4, by choosing a prime p > n we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let n be a positive integer and let L ~ {1, 2, ... , n} be a set. Let V 
be an n-dimensional linear space over GF(q). Then for every family fJi ~ .:£(n, q) of 
linear subspaces of V which satisfies If - f*1 E L for all f, f* E fJi with f r;J;.t* it is valid 
that 
3. NULL t-DESIGNS AND INTERSECflONS 
In this chapter we discuss some connections between null t-designs and families of 
objects in lattices having prescribed intersection properties. This extends former results 
of Deza, Frankl and Singhi [5], who considered powerset lattices. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, /\, v) be a ranked finite lattice. Let t be a non-negative 
integer and let g: X - ~ be a null t-design. Then for every a E X and for every 
non-negative integer i.:;; t it is valid that 
PROOF. Counting in two different ways yields 
L 1 [X ~ aJ I· g(x) = L L g(x) 
xeX l O~y~a y<x<l 
rk(y)=i 
=0, 
since i.:;; t and g is a null t-design. 0 
(3.1.1) 
For non-negative integers i.:;; rk(l) let Gi : X - ~ be functions defined by G;(x) = 
Iml. For non-negative integers t.:;; rk(l) let 
Ct = {G: X - ~ I G = t ai • Gi for some ao, aI, ... , at E~} 
.=0 
be the span of Go, G1, .•. , Gt over ~. Multiplying (3.1.1) with a; E ~ for i = 
0, 1, ... , t and adding the resulting equations yields: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (X, /\, v) be a ranked finite lattice. Let g: X - ~ be a null 
t-design for some non-negative integer t. Then for every function G E C, and for every 
element a E X it is valid that 
L G (x /\ a) . g(x) = 0. 
xeX 
Now we will concentrate on homogeneous lattices. In addition to the definition of 
the t-Vandermonde property, which has been given in the introduction, we use the 
following one: 
DEFINmON. A homogeneous lattice (X, /\, v) has the Vandermonde property iff it 
has the t-Vandermonde property for every t = 0, 1, ... , rk(l). 
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Notice that for example powerset lattices !J>(n) have the Vandermonde property as 
every polynomial of degree t, which is not identically zero, has at most t zeros. In order 
to prove the Vandermonde property for further lattices we take a closer look at the 
corresponding Whitney numbers. For several lattices these are covered by the so-called 
generalized Stirling numbers Sk(a), which have been introduced by Voigt [23]. 
Let Ao, AI> A 2,... be finite sets having cardinalities ao, at> a2'.... For 
non-negative integers k, n let Sk(aO, at> ... ) denote the number of words w = 
(Wo, WI' ... , Wn-l) of length n such that: 
(i) w contains exactly k labels *, where * is any symbol with * fI Ui Ai, say these 
labels are at positions O:SO; io < i l < ... < ik - l < nand 
(ii) the entries of w satisfy 
{Wi I O:so; i < io} !;; Ao 
{Wi I ik- l < i < n} !;;Ak 
{Wi I ij <i<ij+1} !;;Aj+l for j=O, 1, ... , k-2. 
By definition we have 
Sn( ) """ io i1-io-1 n-ik_l-1 k ao, at> . .. = £.J ao . al ..... ak . 
O""io<···<ik-l<n 
Examples: 
Sk(l, 1, 1, ... ) = (~) binomial coefficients 
Sk(l, q, q2, ... ) = G) 
q 
Gaussian coefficients 
Sn( 2 3 ) _ n-k (n) k q, q ,q , ... - q . k 
q 
SZ(I, 2, 3, ... ) = SZ+l 
SZ(I, IGI + 1, 2 ·IGI + 1, ... ) = D(G, k, n) 
affine Gaussian coefficients, number of 
k-dimensional affine subspaces of an n-
dimensional affine space over GF(q) 
Stirling numbers of the second kind 
Dowling numbers 
Sk(IAI, IAI + 1, IAI + 2, ... ) = GR(IAI, k, n) Graham-Rothschild numbers 
Apart from the constant sequence (1,1,1, ... ), we will concentrate on sequences 
a = (ao, ab a2' ... ) which have mutually distinct terms, since the Whitney numbers of 
those lattices under consideration are given by SZ(a) for such sequences. 
THEOREM 3.3 [23]. Let ao, ab a2, ... be mutually distinct non-negative integers. 
Then for all non-negative integers k, n it is valid that 
k k 
SZ(ao, at> a2, ... ) = L: a'i' n (ai - aj)-l. (3.3.1) 
i=O j=O 
t"'i 
This formula is appropriate in order to prove the Vandermonde property for several 
lattices. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let a = (ao, ab a2, ... ) be a sequence of mutually distinct positive 
integers. Then for all non-negative integers Ilo < III < ... < Ilt it is valid that 
( 
SINa) SfO(a) 
SINa) Sfl(a) 
det. . 
. . 
. . 
Sb'(a) Sft(a) 
. .. Sr"(a») 
. .. S;I(a) =1= O. 
S;t(a) 
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PROOF. Let An, A1> ... , A, E IR be such that 
± Ak(s~~(a») = (~) . 
k=O SNa) 0 
(3.4.1) 
Define a function g: N-IR by g(x) = E~=o Ak . Sk(a) . We will show that g has at most t 
zeros in IR unless An = Al = ... = A, = O. Let 
, 
2: Ak . Sk(a) = O. 
k .=O 
By (3.3.1) we have 
, k k 
2: Ak' 2: af· n (aj - aj)-l = O. 
k=O j=O j=O j+j 
Putting Cjk = n;=o,j+j (aj - aj)-1 for 0 ~ i ~ k ~ t and rearranging yields 
, , 
2: af . 2: Ak . Cjk = O. 
j=O k=j 
Define a (t + 1) X (t + I)-matrix M = (mjk) by 
if i ~ k, 
else. 
Since M is upper triangular, det M = m=o Cjj =1= O. For i = 0, 1, ... , t put d; = 
E~=j Ak . Cjk' Then do = d1 = ... = d, = 0 iff An = Al = ... = A, = O. 
We show by induction on t that the equation E:=o dj • af = 0 has at most t solutions in 
IR iff d j =1= 0 for some i ~ t. For t = 0 this is trivial. Suppose now that the statement holds 
for all integers t' < t. Consider the function h: IR -IR with hex) = E:=o dj • af. If for 
some i ~ t we have aj = 1, say, ao = 1, then we have for the deriviate 
, 
h'(x) = 2: d j ·lnaj· af· 
;=1 
Thus, by induction and the theorem of Rolle, h(x) has at most t zeros. 
On the other hand, if aj =1= 1 for i = 0, 1, ... , t then by dividing by, say, a~, we can 
argue as above. 
By (3.4.1) the function g has (t + 1) zeros, which implies An = Al = . , . = A, = 0 and 
proves the theorem. 0 
As mentioned above, powerset lattices ~(n) have the Vandermonde property. By 
Theorem 3.4 the following lattices also have this property: linear lattice I.e(n, q); 
partition lattice n (n); and Dowling lattice @(G, n). 
Moreover, taking into account the constant column 
for the minimal element and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 one also sees that 
the affine lattice den, q) and the Graham-Rothschild lattice GR(A, n) have the 
Vandermonde property. 
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The next result gives the connection between Vandermonde property and intersec-
tion problems. For powerset lattices this was proved by Deza, Frankl and Singhi [5]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, /\, v) be a ranked finite homogeneous lattice, which has the 
s-Vandermonde property for s = 0,1, ... ,t. Let g:X ~ ~ be a null t-design. Then for 
every a E X with g( a) =1= 0 it is valid that either: 
(i) a /\ x = a for some x E X\{ a} with g(x) =1= 0; or 
(ii) for i = 0, 1, ... , t there exist Xi E X\{ a} with g(Xi) =1= 0 such that rk(a /\ xd =1= rk(a /\ 
Xl) for all 0.;;; k <I.;;; t. 
PROOF. Let a E X with g( a) =1= 0 be given and suppose that neither (i) nor (ii) holds. 
Then for some integer s with 0.;;; s .;;; t there exist integers 0.;;; 11-0 < 11-1 < ... < II-s-1 such 
that for every X E X\{ a} with g(x) =1= 0 there exists i < s with rk(a /\ x) = II-i' Moreover, 
we have rk( a) = II- =1= II-i for all 0.;;; i < s, since by assumption (i) does not hold. 
Consider the following system of equations 
t (11-') L ai' .' =0, 
i=O l 
± ai' (~) = 1 
i=O l 
(3.5.1) 
Since (X, /\, v) has the s-Vandermonde property, 
det =1= O. 
Thus the system (3.5.1) has a solution, say, ao, a1,"" at. Put G: X ~ ~ with 
G(x) = ~~=o ai . ('k~x»). 
Since g is a null t-design, we have, by Corollary 3.2 and (3.5.1), that 
0= L G(x /\ a) . g(x) 
xeX 
= x~~ aiCk(xt a)). g(x) 
= g(a). 
This contradicts the assumption g(a) =1=0 and thus proves the theorem. 0 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let (X, /\, v) be a homogeneous lattice, which has for some 
non-negative integer t < rk(l) the s-Vandermonde property for s = 0, 1, ... ,t. Let 
;Ji £;; X be a family and let 11-0, II-l> ... , II-t-1 be non-negative integers such that for all f, 
f* E ;Ji with f =1= f* there exists some i < t with rk(f /\ f*) = II-i' Then 
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Moreover, the bound in Corollary 3.6 is sharp, as the family ~ = U=o m shows. 
Corollary 3.6 extends former results of Gronau [14] and Frankl and Wilson [13], who 
proved it for powerset lattices (compare also [1]); Gronau considered the case II-i = i for 
i = 0, 1, ... , t - 1 and Frankl and Wilson that for arbitrary non-negative integers 
11-0, 11-1' ••. , 11-,-1 in powerset lattices. By the remarks following the proof of Theorem 
3.4, the assumptions of the corollary are satisfied besides powerset lattices g>(n) for 
affine lattices .stl(n, q), linear lattices .:£(n, q), partition lattices II (n), Dowling lattices 
0J(G, n) and Graham-Rothschild lattices GR(A, n). 
PROOF. For f E~, let If: X ~ {O, I} be functions defined by 
{ 
1 if x ~ f and rk(x) ~ t, 
If(x}= 0 
else. 
We claim that the set {If If E~} of functions is linearly independent over ~, which 
implies the assertion I~I ~ ~:=o ('k~l». 
Suppose, to the contrary, that there exist reals af not all zero with ~fe.'l< af . If = O. 
Consider the function g: X ~ ~, defined by 
{ ax g(x) = 0 
ifxE ~, 
else. 
Then g is a null I-design, namely for x E X with rk(x) ~ t we have 
L g(y)= L af 
x ... y ... 1 x""f"" 1 
fe.'l< 
= L af· If(x) 
x""f"" 1 
fe.'l< 
=0. 
Thus g is a null t-design and the support S(g) satisfies S(g) *0 and S(g) £~. Take a 
maximal element f E S(g). By Theorem 3.5 there exist /; E S(g)\{f} for i = 0, 1, ... , t 
with rk(f /\ fk) * rk(f /\ /J) for all 0 ~ k < 1 ~ t. Since S(g) £ ~ this contradicts the 
assumption on the number of different values of II-i and implies the linear independence 
of {If If E~} over~. 0 
4. UNIFORM FAMILIES 
In this chapter we consider families ~ £ X of objects in ranked finite lattices 
(X, /\, v), where each two members of ~ have the same rank. As usual, such families 
are called uniform. Until now we treated the homogenity of lattices in only one 
direction, namely downwards. In connection with extremal problems it turns out that 
as an additional property of lattices the homogenity upwards is of interest. 
DEFINITION. A ranked finite lattice (X, /\, v) is full homogeneous iff for all 
non-negative integers k it is valid: 
(i) for all x, y E X with rk(x) = rk(y) it is Iml = Iml; and 
(ii) for all v, w, y, z with v ~y, W ~ z and rk(v) = rk(w) and rk(y) = rk(z) it holds 
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Let (X, /\, v) be a full homogeneous lattice. Fix an arbitrary total ordering ~ of X. 
For families fIf, rJr;;;,X let M(fIf, rJ) be the 0, I-matrix, the rows of which are indexed 
by fIf and the columns of which are indexed by rJ according to ~, and the general 
entries m(f, g) of which, withf E fIf, g E rJ, satisfy 
m(f, g) = 1 ifff ~g. 
Let i be a non-negative integer and let fIf r;;;, X be a family. Then fIf; = {x E X I rk(x) = i 
and x ~ f for some f E fIf} denotes the lower i-shadow of fIf. 
Obviously, the general entry m(f, f*) of the matrix product M;(fIf) = M(fIf;, f!f)T. 
M ( fIf;, fIf) satisfies 
m(f, f*) = 1 [f ~f*] I. 
Moreover, for uniform families fIf r;;;, X and non-negative integers i ~ j ~ fl there exists 
an integer c with 
M( fIf;, ~) . M(~, f!f) = c . M( fIf;, fIf), 
which implies rowsp(M(fIf;, fIf»r;;;,rowsp(M(~, fIf». 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, /\, v) be a full homogeneous lattice which has, for some 
non-negative integer t < rk(l), the t-Vandermonde property. Let fIf r;;;, X be a uniform 
family and let flo, fll> ... , flt-l be pairwise distinct non-negative integers such that for 
all f, f* E fIf with f =1= f* there exists some non-negative integer i < t with rk(f /\ f*) = fl;. 
Then 
The corresponding result for powerset lattices [!P(n) has been proved by Ray-
Chaudhuri and Wilson [19]. For linear lattices this has been done in [13]. Indeed, 
Frankl and Wilson proved a stronger result, cf. Theorem 4.3. Note that the 
assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are also fulfilled by affine lattices .sIi(n, q). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let fIf r;;;, X be uniform with rk(f) = rk(f*) = fl for all f, 
f* E fIf. Consider the following system of equations: 
t (fl;) La; . =0 
;=0 I 
± a;(~) = 1. 
;=0 I 
for j ~ 0, 1, ... ,t -1, } 
(4.1.1) 
Since (X, /\, v) has the t-Vandermonde property, there exists a rational solution, say, 
£1'0, at, ... , at> of this system. Define a Iflfl x Iflfl matrix M(fIf) = E~=o a;M;(fIf). The 
general entry m(f, f*) of M satisfies 
m(f, f*) = ~ a;· ek(f i/\f*»)· 
By (4.1.1) we have det M(fIf) = n!E.'Jim(f, f) = 1; thus M(fIf) has full rank, i.e. 
rank(M(fIf» = Iflfl. Since rowsp(M(fIf;, fIf» r;;;, rowsp(M;(fIf» and rowsp(M(fIf;, fIf» r;;;, 
rowsp( M ( ~, fIf» for i < j we have 
Iflfl = rank(M(fIf» ~ rank(M(~, fIf» ~ ek~l»). 0 
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For the affine lattice X = d(n, q) the bound for fF given by Theorem 4.1 is qn-t+l. 
(t ~ l)q. This can be attained as the data Ili = i for i = 0, 1, .. . , t - 1 and fF = [~] show. 
But if we assume in Theorem 4.1 that all values Ili are positive then we obtain, for the 
affine lattice in general, a better upper bound. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let fF!;;; d(n, q) be a uniform family of affine subspaces of an 
n-dimensional vector space over GF(q) and let Ilo, Ill> . .. , Ilt-l be positive integers 
such that for all f, /* E fF with f =1= /* there exists some non-negative integer i < t with 
rk(f "/*) = Ili. Then 
Proof. Since rk(f "/*) ~ 1 for all f, /* E fF, no two different affine subspaces f, /* 
have the same corresponding linear subspaces .:t(f). Thus, for the family .:t( fF) = 
{.:t(f)lfEfF} it is valid: rk(.:t(f) ".:t(/*»=lli-1 for some i<t. By Theorem 4.1 
applied to the linear lattice .:t(n, q) we obtain IfFl = 1.:t(fF)1 ~ (~)q. 0 
The above considerations are also valid for powerset lattices w.r.t. calculations in 
rings 7Lp of modules of a prime, which has been done by Frankl and Wilson: 
THEOREM 4.3 [13]. Let fF!;;; ~(n) be a uniform family. Let Ilo, Ill' ... , Ilt-l E 7Lpfor 
a prime p such that for all f, /* E fF with f "* /* there exists a non-negative integer i < t 
with rk(f "/*) == Ili mod p and let rk(f) + Ilj mod p for all j < t. Then 
The analogue for linear lattices has been shown by Frankl and Graham [11]. Note 
that m need not be a prime. 
THEOREM 4.4 [11]. Let fF!;;; .:t(n, q) be a uniform family. Let Ilo, Ill' ... , Ilt-l E 7Lm 
for some positive integer m such that for all f, /* E fF with f"* /* there exists a 
non-negative integer i < t with rk(f "/*) == Ili mod m and let rk(f) + Ilj mod m for all 
j < t, where for m = 6 and q = 2 it is {Ilo, Ill' Ilz}"* {2, 3, 4}Ior t = 3. Then 
Similarly, the calculations in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show the following. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let fF!;;; d(n, q) be a uniform family. Let Ilo, Ill' ... , Ilt-l E 7Lm for 
some positive integer m such that for all f, /* E fF with f "* f* there exists a non-negative 
integer i < t with rk(f "/*) == Ili mod m and let rk(f) + Ilj mod m for all j < t, where for 
m = 6 and q = 2 it is {Ilo, Ill> Ilz} "* {2, 3, 4} for t = 3. Then 
if rk(f "/*) = 0 for some f, /* E fF, 
else. 
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5. ApPLICATIONS 
The results in the preceding sections are closely related to the growth of Ramsey 
numbers. For positive integers k, let r(k) be the least positive integer such that every 
graph on r(k) vertices contains either a complete subgraph or an empty subgraph on k 
vertices. Erdos [7J proved by probabilistic methods that r(k) > c . k ·2k12 for some 
positive constant c. Until now this lower bound has been improved only in the constant 
c, but all these proofs have been non-constructive. The first superpolynomial 
constructive lower bound for r(k) is due to Frankl [9J. This has been improved by 
Chung [4], and the currently best constructive lower bound appeared in [13J, namely 
( 
log2 k ) 
r(k);;::.:exp (l+o(I»'410glogk' (5.1) 
This can be seen as follows. Let n, p be positive integers, where p is a prime. Let 
G = (V, E) be the graph with: vertex set 
V = [p2 ~ lL(n) 
being the set of all (p2 - I)-element subsets in 9P(n); and edge set E = {{ v, v*} E 
[VJ21Ivnv*I==-lmodp}. 
If Go = (Vo, 0) is an empty subgraph of G, then for all v, v* E Vo with v '* v* 
it is Iv n v*1 == J.l modp, where J.l E {O, 1, ... ,p - 2} which implies Wol ~ (p ~ 1) 
by Theorem 4.3. 
If G1 = (Yt, [vd2) is a complete subgraph of G, then for the pairwise intersections 
Iv n v*1 for v, v* E VI with v '* v* there are at most (p -1) values possible. Choosing 
the prime in Theorem 4.3 large enough, i.e. greater than p2 - P - 1, it follows that 
WII ~ (p ~ 1)' Thus, for n = p3 Frankl and Wilson obtained the lower bound (5.1). 
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